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WEATHER FORECAST,

ILABOR DAY PARADE
IS GREAT SUCCESS

STORM PLAYS
HAVOC HERE

PATHETIC PICTURE
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And rongreAstnan 011ie James
Dees Not'Reply. _

Five Hundred Men in Line of
March Yesterday.

Astute Legislator Evidently Did Not
eaunsider Himmel 'evolved In
Local Issues 'amassed.

Hatutlsonte Fhatts and (send •ItesIt•
Attractive
.tre
F'eaturee
Along the Line.

Metropolis
and
Paducah
Seem to Have Caught
Brunt of it.

•
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DR. BID NE.R. MAKES

MISS HELEN

FRIENDS.
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CLOUDY

American Express Company
Building Crushed and Agent
Caught in Debris.

Leber Day in Paducah aas a success despite the fact that the storm
Partly cloudy tonight and Wedowee
este„,eSaa,
day, except probably showers in the interfered with celebrations at Walevents
lace
All
park
o'clock.
5
after
east itortion. Highest temperature
iichadeled 'at the park were pulled off
STORY OF THE STORM
yeeterddy, 97; lottrest, 97.
4,
and the day passed off
The parade headed by Dears band
was one of the best ever seen in PaNIANSEIE1.1).
Diets'''. restitice.
/•
,
lent, rutin., Sept. 3.
New I
ducah. The entire police force was In
- south TInret ntJeet. lettere the
—.tit that was mortal of itichline and oleo the fire department.
•.
It,
ftont porch tots turned armsful
aid %lam:field was letto-rett into
•5; A
Members of each tire Company tried
/ 114/ "
twist set atzallist th,• 1111'us.'.
a grate in the little biaitiner
to outshine the others, and the ap• '/1
'
11,illt.11(••••
*. #:.
ce-metery, within it fete' reds if
Wants was beautiful.
I
StrEet, roof
P•17(11, and
Seten Oaks, his
• h
,
There were representatives feint
torn.
*•
I I
,t I 1 •
twiny. The cert•mat) sews
every trades union in line of march.
•
„I
.1. fl'. Little's residence Flour1
•
I
ple but inittreienive. and aces atMaehiniets, boilermakers, eigarmak4'1
leenth ano Jefferson strt-e.t...,
tended by inaily frictitb, and as'.•
ers. carpenters and
painters, metal
aaa—a
chimney thrown :SO feet and
guaintains• of lave late actor.
. workers, e:erks, caulkers, ship car,
"-; '7 •
•• •
slate roof cut Int.. bats, repeetaiii
peutere, hod carriers were in line of
tee
icenitc. to Ow torrent. ..r,
Cs & 0. WRECK.
march and several industrial floats
rain.
damage is consideratitaileigoot, W. 14 Sept
added much to rhe parade. One fine
ble.
The Chesapeake & Ohs.. local
float was that of the Grand Leader.
Frank .11111.,. Si•Uth Sr%.41th
pasesenger train, No. 8, was dea reproluction of a clothing store. A
‘Joan0. suckof•O•I Moony I at Haire
-tugs n Nana York Press.
—Ti
wt ei41, Nor ibilllag041.
al141 a quarter berailed a 111
little girl swinging on the float was
.1 merit an Evittess •1411).
low liailawlia FIia, :11 tidies
an unique feature.
1:211 Monde ay. wreekeei.
from Charleston, about $ 16104
Following the white parade color%%abash. eteandieett, guard rail
List flight, and AN 5 result seven
!PICKPOCKET WORKS
ed union men hela a second parade
tire dead sell 17 injured. One
broken.
and math' a creditable showing.
A
DURING EXCITEMENT
(yacht and the ceetibinatirm ex71w root earn) beset' off flee
hand In full uniform headed the colpre., tend baggage car left the
ored parade. nvarehing to the park at
Imperial! Telesecti Plant
pate
track. and overt u•lied, reeling
toy, Fifth -and limy %Insets.
Bewlandtown
towaid the haotavelia river.
Mlaic Hasmin. Geddes* of Labor.
One Man in Broadway Crowd Thousands of dollars damage was
Wm Helen Hamlin, salter of Me.
)wrpf)N El).
done amid one man was -severely inGeorge Flannel, the well known IlliFinds Hands on
New York, Sept. 3.— The
jured as the result of a furious east
nois Central denier, was elected godblearing scheduled for toeiny'
Watch.
wind, that struck the city about 5
dess of labor by a vote of 1,3)te
Two Cent rate, LoCal Option, MAN HAN INTO LAKE
the inquiry designed to revoke
odeciek ,desterdaY
Miss Willie Maloneet vote of sie
.
e
afettranea- ainai
the chaster of the staudard Oil
AFTER FLI'lleiti H.t't
swept through Broadway destroying
Niles Heinen was supported by the
Better Schools and Proper
coitoinge of
New
.tT PAHA
Jersey was
titulars and pipefitters' neion, and
While standing on the edge of the stets and awnings, breaking plate
pessteonell until Thuredity imbruMas Ma:onc.• by carpenters
Expenditure of Road Fund
gime windowe, twisting off trees end
There
wrecked American Exp.ess compitny
ing.
Noss that it Is all over, there
crushing the I-story Wick building,
wend have been more veteet. but tick
banding last evening watching the
are ably Discussed.
were own.. horsy tillage yesterets were not noel alter 5 o'clock
at 420 Broadytay, occupied by the
tliteage & Altos Immune.
day, especially at Wallace park,
work of rescuing Agent leagerwaa American Exprss eopmany and Smite
when the storm came up and threw
Chicago, Sept: 3.--Tbe Chicago & a damper on further celebrations at
where every•body could wee the
Sisters' millinery establiehment, as
Mr. Roy Judd came near being
Alton railroad, its oaleers and em- the park. On Wednesday night a
tianitc•r, which threatened. ((its'
The top
victim of a pickpocket. Timely dis- if it had been tissue paper
ARGUMENT
ENJOYS
BENTON
Man Wars wei intent on catching
ployes wiall not be pressecuted on the meeting of the committees :will
be
story of the four story building occovery saved him his watch, and puncharge of granting rebates to the held to decide on a date for crowning
Ills lint, whieh the gale snatebPd
cupied by the Scott Hardware minishment administered to the pickInto
carried
from
and
head
his
Standard Oil company for acceptance Miss Hannin goddees Of labor. It is
pany was blown into the room of
Beaune le).. Sept. J. I Special.)
the pir, that with letral• uplifted
of wleksh the Standard was recently Intended to make the affair a mem- Both candidates for the tegislature
pocket created a little excitement for the cypress building toeing it fiat, and
ran right
and eyes skyward
fined $29,240atee. Attorney General orable one.
a short time.
the roof rested on the roll top debits
In the Marshalal.yon district favor
and almost
into the
lake
Mr. Judd was peering into the de- of the first floor.
Bonaparte fully justifies the claim of
Prize Whiners.
the two cent rate law and level opso
got
dross ned, A
woman
bris, where rescuers were at work..
im tu u city.
Successful prize winners in con- tion with the count) 'as the unk. On
A. F. Lager'
,
and left
racarcill abs. ran 'away
lie wears his watch in his outside IV aa
tests' at',Wallace park, all prize., this point they are even, but the 2.pinioned I
her child at the pink. %tanager
Death From Plague.
coat pocket, the chain hooked in a the heavy timbete erei ti-riii ,.. 41341 .as
bought by the union.. follow:
me) voters, who heard Thomas B.
Cheers were deafening and paaaa
Malone teek earl' of the infant
Min
button hole. He felt a slight tug and In sight and
leraocieso. Sept. hi. — The
Wialam
Herbst,
gentlehat,
best
and
up
candidene
stood
Republican
Republicans
hearing of his rescuers
the
teats and
McGregor,
this
until tile
ther
looking down saw a hand holding his from 5: 10
heeith hoard repor( one additional man ,dancer. .Mr. Herbst wan first
until 7:50 o'clock, while,
called ont approval. It war• a hard
and John I. Smith, of Lyon the Demiting where she had left at
watch and another hang in the act
death from bubonic plague and two prise at the Illinois Central picnic
worked
the hook and ladder mon
jolt to turn the court of appea:s on
ocratic candidate, debate .here yesand returned.
or unhooking the chain.
additional
came
under
suspicion
Kuttawa
at
dance
September
14.
around hint.
the administration.
terday at the close of the BruuecTurning suddenly the machinist
since Satuniaa.
Mies Ida Belle Murray, umbrella, James debate, agree that aecGregor
Stade Fisaitees.
J. K. Lunn, a bill clerk, J. F. Marstrtt-k the pickpocket a blow full in
best lady. dancer.
Finances of the state were put untin, a messenger, and Thadeus Gorwill better represent the district in LAUNCH WAS IN GALE
the face. The fellow reeled and startSchool Howe- 1)antaiostl.
Miss Peters Hannin, comb, best lader the glass end Dr. Bruner with
don, cashier, were in the building,
the legislature, both on account of
The
new
n
ed
Rowlandtoe
school
Mr. Judd could
dy
runner.
facts gave the hard thinking Marshall
but escaped to the street before the
BUT LANDED SAFELY climb hr the ore
his oratorical ability and his alert
tinder
ceestruetlon
of
bouse,
aourse
debris
and give purWilliam Carroll. box cigars, beat
county farmers something to ponder
walls came down on them.
nese of mind
suit, the young Man had mingled
by Contractor Weikel, was dantaged boat rower.
over. "Hew is it the luachinocrats'
When the sky sudden!) darkened
The debate was interesting and the
about
with
$3e0
bleat
walls
worth.
blown
crowd
the
escaped.
and
Great dexciternent prevailed at the
boast of having run the state so
and a heavy wind set in. Mr. Lagerspeakers confined themselves to isdown aeetterday.
park when the storm came up. Dust,
Paducah Party Had Startling Mr. Judd got a good look at him wall and his three subordinates were
economically on a 50 cent tax rate?'
sues involving legislative acts. They
and believes he will know hint if he
tree branches, and even small stnnes
he asked.
preparing to close the office. Mesboth
pressed home questioner and
Ohio
the
on
Experience
sees him again. He was well dressed
were
by
about
the
wind
hurled
and
senger Martin was near the front
"Auditor Hager says he has man- It was telegraphed to the enachinomen were brought squarely out on
not
apparently
more
and
19
than
there was a general rush for cars and
door and had a preaentiment that
aged the finances for eight years oil a crate' they, had 800 majority and
River Yesterday.
the beetles.
_
home. No tickets were sold after 5
something was going to happen. Run50 cent' tax rate, and now he declaiee they answered 'don't you ineen I,Both talked of trines and particuo'clock. admission being free. Dancning to tbe door, he succeeded in eshe favors it reduction of Ill cents, 800; and the reply was 'yes.'"
larly of the tobacco trust and when
Mr.. BobBlack, one of the volunFurthermore 37 citizens of one ing was the only form of amusement
Onle the rare Kee -te of mind Of
making the rate 44) cents. The school
caping as the walls closed in. One
legislation against the trusts was
teen, who worked hard at the wreckat the park after dark.
levy he does not favor reducing, the precinct In Fulton county made, an
spoken of applause came from the Mr. Jack Nelson. handling the gaso- ed building, lost his diamond stick or two timbers struck hint as he
Hays
af"Heeler,"
yesterday
line
launch
sinking fund and A. & M. college are atIldealte-Lhat they voted for
made his exit and at Clements' book
_
tobacco growers
pin valued at $75. He believes he
as low as possible to make them. The and MeCreary and the returns only RAIN SPOILS GAME
Another. plank the brought the ternoon' in the gale saved a party of tore it off while assisting in getting store across the street Tie J. I). RobIt
society men of paducah from
three, combined use tip 2k 1-2 cents shew8 votes credited to them.
His
ereson examined hie injuries.
to Agent Lagerwall,
AT BASEBALL PARK warmest of applause was that money young
of the levy, leaving 21 1-2 for gen- was here Dr. Bitener paused a second.
left.' leg and back were bruised telt
he being capsized and probably drowned.
collected for tee roade should
-al expenses. If he reduces tide item, atilt said: "You owe .t to a oureolve.
et
'not too siodeely for Martin to go tet
spent where direct beirefit would be The entire party was thrown Into a
the state will have only-11 1-2 .cents the overthrowing of the machine
high state of,exeitement and had TEMPERANCE RALLY
his lodging house.
given the misers
limeafaentiw.
for general expenses. "Now. I ask,'
J. K. Lunn, the bill clerk. was
For a longer school term and more donned life pres_ervere as a precauthe
up
broke,
Rain
game
baseihall
A f BROADWAY CHURCH standing
be
to
he said, "Why, If Mr. Hager has had
appearing
little,raft
tion,
the
on a (noel, craning the
Special attorney fees amouuting to Yesterday afternoon at Walace
Mr.
teach
the
McGregor
park salary for
eherge of the finances and has ad- $159.232 and the rottenness of the
inevidently driven into a reef.
transom, when the crash came. and
the
for
that
said
and
length
at
spoke
Metropolis
between the
Blues and eaministered eight years economical:Se machine. were clearly brought. forThe party was composed of Messrs.
succeeded in kicking his way through
ducah Independents when the visit- welfare of the pupil and teacher the
he can see ahead a saving of 11 1-2 ward. With local ilinetretique and
Sears, Jack Nelson, .lete Bollinger,
Ed
the door to safety. He was cut and
of
out
taken
be
to
needed
schools
ors were ahead. More than five In.
cents, when every one knows the ten- bow the "machinocracy" had patronbruised about tbe body.
faolaCulley, Henry Diehl, Robert and
politics.
been
game
the
having
played,
retries
Thursday
big
a
night
he
will
there
dency of the state's expenses titto in- ized particular friends.
Parker Chastaine and Gordon Head.
Thadeus Gordon, the exalter. had
some'
went
Sniith
Mr.
replying
In.
went to Metropolis. The score was
temperance rally at the Broadway
come, not dectease as time goes.
One most forcible point and that
gone to the rear door to lock it when
what into national polities aid avoid- They had been fishing and were re- Methodist church. The Rev.
seventh
when
the
in
6
inning
to
9
Is.
Eithere Mr. Her plea& guilty to was Wee illustrated was the perpet'borne. Shortly after Feeding
he heard the cwishing- timbers. He
„enteeed turn
ed answering questions, and
Pickett, Prohibition candidate for
graft and woeful Waste of the state's ual motion machine and as Dr. Bru- the Morin drove the players to shelter
they were struck by the.
Sukihltalti
dashed front the rear door and Pa.
She
that he sold tobaccd to
dental
a
will
and
governor,
speak,
several
and
a
prevented
completion
the
of
finances, *mounting to 10 (sena; on ner kept his hands, tevolvIng In a
kale. Tbe little craft was propelled
with slight bruises
trust.
ministees of the, (city will partici- calved
the $100. or he is a demagogue try- circle, he spoke of Beckham climb- contest. Davis was pitching for Pa_Mr. Lap-mall.
Aside from Mr. McGregor being a directly toward a reef. Nelson, jam- pate.
doing
was
and
Dye,
against
ductal
ing to make voteeee
ing front speaker of the house, to
ming the' whet hard, grazed the
Agent Lagerwall was caught near
wonderwas
audience
the
boy,
home
Hay. a Murray catcher,
.
governor good work.
Dr.• Bruner called attention to the lieutenant governor and
reef butatad to make into the middle
the front of the building, but fortuwas handling the big unit for the fully impressed with the erneetnese
for
fees
States
to
attorneys
seekitig
Fulted
be
now
and
In
extravagance
the
of
face
the
in
river
nately in such a position that no
Ohio
the
of
crater
good
a
le
He
spee(.'h.
of his
COOK CUTS HIS ARM
favorites of the machine, and said: ,enator Hager. first -treasurer. then
weight rested on him except his left
and at all times in the dIscutelon re- gale His rapid tire talk encouraged
"They misquote me as saying. "The auditor and now an aspirant for the
desa
after
and
the
leg.
seekers,
He was in his office when the
SEVERS
AND
pleasure
ARTERIES
dibe
would
of
that
points
ott
mained
Jam.(krupy Island.
the sinking goveniorship: Tritnbicespeaker of the.
'stole five cents from
crash came, and had not tune to gain
benefit to the farmer. In clos- perate battle against the high wind,
rest
Yokohama, Sept. 3.—The an•
fund. I did not say that. I Sidi they house. congressman and now candithe door. He was pinioned down
ing Mr. McGregor brought down the the Hustler was landed. The entire
Mole thousands of dollars, and that date for lienteeant governor; Vree- neuncement eaat a party of Japanese
until 7:50 o'clock when relieved by
his answer to Mr. Smith's party remained ashore until after the
with
house
BuchanJones.
Goldie
the
at
cook
instead of tbere being a surplus in land assistant eommlsaloner of age:- explorers from Formosa have rinsed
citthing
of
at
stitch
dry
a
not
During the work of.reseue
firemen.'
gale,
and
Republicane
trusts:
statement of
an restaurant on Kentucky avenue
the treasury of some hundreds of enatire: commissioner of agriculture: etheir national flag ,over a small isTheodore Roosevelt; could be found on any one In the near Third street, wag .seriously - In- he talked, directed and assisted in
by
stand
"I
thousands of dollatee as stated by aud candidate for secretary of stale; land Immediately adjoining the Philthat's the kind of a Republican I party on arriving at PaCucah wharf. jured
about many - ways In the work of getting
yesterday afternoon
Mr. Hager. June 30, 1907, there Is and Chenault, inimrabce .commission- ippitea as attracted much attention
himself clear of the timbers. Tots
am."
timely
the
for
o'clock,
1:341
but
and
an actual dent* in the sinking fond er, and now seeking to be clerk. The in official circles. The Japaarese inof. brick and timbers were removed
Areested For Speeding,
have
might
physician,
a
of
arrival
Judge
19.
September
Thursda).
audience followed with ahplatbie and sist that the island doei not belong
of $1,e40.000." Jesse Well was arrested yesterday bled to death. He was at Second from about the imprisoned agent, butt
Breathitt. itepubliean, oandiOf the corruption of the "machire many shook their heads in approval. to the Philippines because It is nartn James
speak
will
afternoon
general,
for speeding his automo- street and Broadway wrestling when not once did he lose his grit.
attorney
that
for
aate
recould feat be
of the twenteeh parallel. The (eland,
orrery" Dr. Bruner said: "fn Peter It wase point
which was designated Protus. or Per- and one cif the largeet crowds is ex- bile on the streets. it was alleged his right arm went through a glass . The out:ding twiongs to Dr. D G.
eiticiatt In Pike eouniy there ere aaa fined.
.
the
up
took
Brazier
In hls 'sepia Dr.
tea, by the old geographers, is ituib- pected to be s present. The 141111e- that ho wentiaater ehan eight miles dem.. The glass cut three arteries and M ter rel i.
eigietered dotes: •Lettodey • roe/need
Mr C. .T Abbott.
Many Mitche., _This morning
oppose an,, hour at Eighth' Ana Harrison blood flower freely.
will
who
said
stud
MC
not
RideP4
have
entitrnte
!,
t
-In
critta
n
uhfted.
r
YetaaTag
aluett;e
2411 votes and
Willather It is of poesibil. value for Judge frreathitt on the stump Irt Flete streets. The cage will he tried to- had to be taken to close the lagged
263 votes.
and Beckham reeehed
(Concluded ea Page Eight.)
wounds.
morrow, '
[ton.
purposes is not developed.
luaval
4.)
registered
are
page
than
on
(Continued
three MOre votes

Staff Correepondebt.1
Beuton, Ky., Sept. 3.—When the
campaign in western Kentucky was
opened by a joiut debate between
I. Ben L. Bruner, of Hart county.
Republican candidate for recretarn
Congressman 011ie
of state, and
James, at Benton yesterdey. the fact
was disclosed that the Republican
campaigners have etudied deeply the
finances of the state. and unJetstend
all the ramifications of the Frank'
These matters Dr.
fort machine.
B:uner pressed home, and the fact
that 011ie atunes did not attempt to
rep:y to the charges. spea.ks well for
the astute First district cungrese•
man's discretion. After all, this isn't
011ie James' ght. •
Dr. Bruner made himself popteai•
Ed
Cap!
In Marshall county and
Feeley was around shaking hands.
2,iroto presel.
There were about
and the immeuse throng made it nee
emery to adjourn to the court house
yard. Dr. Bruner wee introduced at
1 o'clock by T. B. 'McGregor. Republican candidate for the legislature
In the Marshall-Lyon district. He
spoke 45 minutes and was frillotted
by Mr. James in an hour's speeeh. Dr.
Bruner closed in a 15 minute rep:y.
One of the hits was made when
„lime* asked and demanded an auewer from Dr. Bruner: "Would itai
as governer of Kentucky pardon Caleb Powers and others. or would yett
advise Willson to pardon them'!"
Without heietation came Dr. Bratwee reply: "If I were governor of
Kentucka. or were I elated for advice by the governor. I would first
demand a fair and impartial trial for
tbeee or any other men charged with
a political Crinte,whether he be Democrat. Republican, Prohibitionist, or
Popeast, white or black, and if the
courts of this state persistently refused to grant him such fair and irpPartial trials, as they have in these
easee. as. attested by the court of
to
appeals. I would feel disposed
pardon or advise such pardon."
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ELSEWHERE

Tom B. McGregor Pleases Home
Folks with his Stand on Local
Issues in•Debate with Opponent,l
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Fred Pryor Not eisialty.
Fred Pryor, the .young - roan wpo
attempted to pass a counterfeit dollar on Bartender Will Husbands at
Ed Maker's saloon list week, was
Paducah Proved Easy for (Haute. ai EXPLAINS
HE WITHDREW dismissed in police court, no prosecuPRODUterS INJURED BY FALSK
crowd
saw
the
leiuisville
A large
KUIT 4)%1.:It ESTATE.
tion being offered. His case was ine
REPOW114 SENT OCT.
Giants, yesterday win the first of a
vestigated by a government secret
series of gaMes that are to be PlaYed
service agent and the young man
as
here this week, sits the Louiavilla.
t,e• *top the pate
found to have secured the dollar inPost. The Giants had a walk over the Said Ht. Learned What He Wished,
regnovios the
kaironeem Trade Will Re Hurt Unieet.
nocently..
That Mother Is Worth Million
cause.
Paducah boys who were supposed to
Different Tone Ii Taken—Meat
hothead of $$O.000,be the crack colored team af the
as Inspected.
All
"How did your new dog turn out?'
south.
The first six innings were
"Biggest fool dog I ever knew."
awe very interesting, but in the seventh
or.o.rw ag. or a
"'hat's the trouble?" "Why, he
For sale red guaranteed by
inning Net Rogers of the Louisville
spends all his time roaming round
Lead,,
D.,
.
first
Sei/3.--In
the
S.
3.—MisWashington. D. C., Sept.
Giants, made several errors, allowing
Interview he has given since the sud- among the neighbors and then derepresentations of conditions in
the Paducahs to being in five scores.
dee termination of his suit for au ac- pends ou me to feed him."—CleveAmerican packing houses i, osting t.
In the sixth innpig Sid Miles made a
counting of the estate of his mother. land Plain Dealer.
the United States a tidy sum of
wonderful catch in the field and
Mrs. Mary Baker G. Eddy, George W.
money.
threw to first and made a double.
Hushand—The first time my wife
Glover, of this city, who has just reForeeen confidence in American
The game resulted in the scow of 11
cooked the dinner I hadn't the slightturned
reaeast,
gives
the
fronsethe
shaken
lo 8 in favor of the Louisville boys.
meat P&ducts continues; to be
est idea what I was eating --- Wife
sons for the dismissal.
by reports credited to American
They will play another game this
(Interrupting quickly)—He was so
hearing
Glover
that
the
declares
newspapers and American experts alafternoon at 3:341 o'clook. Score:
fearfully In love. ---Nos Teeters.
1 2 3 4 5 k 7 8-9—T was not unproductive of results,
leging that the new meat inspection
Paducah ...1 0 0 2 0 0 5 0 0-8 since it disclosed the Met that his
law either is not being effectively en.to insure Judge Reed Will Tolerate No Louisville G. 01:10030 4-11 mother was worth over $1,4100,000
forced or is inadequate
"Thai Mercy of Coming
Tomorrow the Louisville Giants Instead of $110,0a0, as claimed, while
healthful food. As a resUR the exWhatever.
belays
Events."
will play the Leland Giants, of Chi- *.he suit forced [how surrounding her
port meat trade, worth in normal
to
place
hands
all
the
proper&
in
her
cago, the colored team that attracts
We must all wonder, for a
times more than $200,000,4N1), not
so much attention of the white pro- of their trustees. This, he says, is
mbment DOW and then, what
only shows little signs of improve
Judge Lightfoot Says Fiscal Court fessionals and other players in that satisfactory to him, as It effectually
ment, but is in real danger of falling
strange new "brew" is being
Has Been Slandered by Former
section.
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BASEBALL NEWS

YOUNG EDDY

POWDERS
I

CURE

Price 1OC

I °TRINE
INSURANCE

W. B. MTHERSON

CRIMINAL COURT
STARTS WITH RUSH

CHAFING DISH

20,c Per Hundred
on Five Year Plan

HUMMEL BROS.
Phone 279.
AP=

Foreman Bros.,Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122424 N.Ilourth

k

FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service—induded; prices
reasonable.
1:

RAILROAD NOTES

......

C

Phones;757

•

AMERICAMFRMAN NATIONAL BANK
A Man is Known by the Tele,
phone He Keeps

_

Paducah peo,ple deinand the beet and we meet the
demands of the best people.

EAST TENNESFETILEPHONE CO.

S. II. WINSTEAD

THE KENTUCKY
Three Nights

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBERI
5th, 6th, 7tit

SANTELL
An All Star Cast

10 Big Star Acts-10

•

ALWAYS READY FOR USE 1

I

'Try an I

EIec
Inc
Moo

THEY are simple to
safe and
economical. Ready atn
turn of-the switch.
"11--

operate;

The Paducah
Light & Power
Company
11
/
41 aermiramirim.NISPO dINE/111•11•11111*

Special Doi Weather Prices:
1SUBSCRI6E FOR ThE SUN—TEN CENTS A WEEK
ira, 20C,30c.

DUt

yin', PADUCAH EVRNING SUN.

FPTF.M1YIER 3.

P.AGE
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Mffimffmals001`
10•••••••ffinnitt_
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Irr,oupr4. Slid 1.44441.4/144.
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pack. Cal
not
At the Age of 7-1 Years,
Vinol is as delicimps as, 41, fresh ,71st birthday in September, is
Eveut No. 4 Best
five-gaited
orange, and as sootMng as can be only premier, but also father of the
on the
horse, mare or geidlltin owned in
to the weak, irritable stomach. It house of 4.41artlons, tilVittli C011114aFI•
western Kentucky, southern Illinois
coaxes back keit appetite, improves Son with the ages of othee prime minor West Tennessee. Horse must have
digestion and creates strength isters of the past. Mr. Balfour erne-.
bees owned by exhibitor 30 days be- Sheriff Eley's Proposal Accep- tkiroughout the whole
no
Garfield Learns there
system. We ouly be 55 on the 25th of the present
fore this event. No exhibitor to entec
strongly
recommend
Vinol to all month, at which age, curiously
Joint Statehood Sentintest.
Horses Ever Seen Here.
ted by Planters.
more than one horse. Five to enter.
who are weak and run-down from aenough, Mr. Gladstone flied succeed$60.00, $25.00, ..15.00.
William E. Curtis, writing of a
any cause,-particularly to-delicate ed to the premiership. It was not
V:00-0:30.
visit to "Uncide Josh way down to
women and children, old people until nearly thirty years later that
More
Numerous
and
Event No. 5-Pacing roadster to Will Erect Structure at Otter- sad Re- and for those who have pulmonary
Maybe Nvvadat Will H.- intladed in Swanzey," tells of the retired home Entries More
the "G. a .3.1." ?waived away, and
E'Velity latched roma to For.
runabout. Horse to be judged under
ceive Mx Per Ces0 from Asses-,
State to Re Forrio-d Intl
life • of Denman Thompson, who is
toubles. Money back if you try broke the record which had been held
mer
Rule No. 1. Horse 75 per cent; equipciation Men.
It is tippoeed.
•
Vitiola
Ii n ncit7
Nc 0,Eu
u4%
s sa
)N.
tisto
about to retire at the age of 74, after,
ied
retairist,
.
by Lord Sidmouth, who died at the
ment 25 per rPnt. 125.00, $15.00
a so man years of stage, life. Mr. Curage of more than SC Other octoe
e
$10.00.
tis says:
geharian premiers were Earl Russell,
1:30-10:00,
"Millions of people have seen PIRKSHAM
DAYS.
FOUR
FOR
who nearly, completed his enth year,
IS PURCHASING THE NI aTEIRIAL.
CHANDLER'S BOOM IS 1100MED.
Partners.
Eveqt No. 6--Best roadster, horse,
SWanzey and are personally aequalatand to the Iasi strenuously advocated
mare of gelding, shown to runabout.
ed with some of its most interesting
popular eneastires, in spite of the
Judged under Rule No. 1. Horse 75
inhabitants, for that village is the
nickname
"Flnalits Jack." wind.' was
More excitement, attendant on per cent; equipment '25 per cent.
Benton, Ky., Sept. 3. (Special.)Washington, Sept. 3.-The an- serene of "The Old Homestead,"
bestowed upon him and his declaraand secondwiliDertt in Cham- Marshall county is to have a tobaccos
nouneetneut of Pr. eident Roosevelt which has been played almost as more numerous and more evenly First
tion in favor of "resting and be
Roadster
Class
baeLsd, warehouse for the tobacco of the
that be will Malta no longer upon the many times as itnele Tom's Cabin,' matched payticipants, will mark the pionsbip
thankful." the "Iron Duke," who
$15.0o, $10.00.'
Planters' Protective association. This
joint statehood of Arlsana and New apd 'Joshua Whitcomb' and the other approaching, horse show, When Sep $25.00;
lived to celebrate his 824 birthday,
10;00.
was decided on nice yesterday afterMexico conies an the dieect result of tharacters are taken bodily from its teruber
and Lord Palmerston atidg Earl Gray,
24 rolls around it will • find
Event No. 7--Champion light-har- noon. For severe] weeks members of
an investigation made' by Secretary of streets and farms. •
who both died at bi. Of the other
harness and ness (runabout horse), mare or geld- the association have
"While Mr. Thompson was not in Paducah the finest
been ganvassisig
the Interior Garfield.
prime miniver of the queen who are
ing. To be judged tinder Rule No. 2. over the couets tor funds
to erect the
Garfield was informed that there born in Swatmey, his parents were, Fads* horses and best riders and
dead, Disraeli's age was 77, the earl
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75
per
cent;
equipment
25
building, but a
sufficient amount'
was no sentiment among the rank and he spent his childhood and early delvers are ever assembled in westof Aberdeen's 76. the earl of Derby's
per rent. Championship cup,. $60,00, 484uld not be egured.
Sheriff Peter "Iklure I mir,aw. pia 1 riourt IR.!i you 70. viscount Melbourne's 59. anti Sir
and file of the people for joint state- manhood here; and when he got ern Kentucky. The innate, lights,
$2a.00, $15.00.
Eley Canto forward with the plats that lay liusisauct is *OW particibar and Robert IneTe ea.-London
hood. Several of the president's money enough he bought the genuine costumes, the tritchery of tire tan
Tit- Bite.
'Friday, September 27, 199/.
be would build g warehouse stall- very 41.4488.
Hough Rider Mends also told him old homestead and has (time went bark ring, will be welcomed by a
7:30-7:45:
Between
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we'll
luau11on't
fear.
eiently large tta ',Zayre all tobacco
the same thing. Any way you take his summers here, Ile has a far m of gay throng that hasn't forgotten, but
JUST AN OM WOR.D.
age blue"- Fliegende Matter.
Event No. 1 ---Grand parade of all
rattled in the county. Patrons of the
It it is the deathknell of joint state- about. 1110 acres and a large, com- has not tired of an annual spectacle horses
An odd word ehe let fail
-entered in night's contest.
warehousepwIll be charged on, 6 per
hood, an d another instance of Presi- fortable frame house, painted green, dear to the &nut of every KentuckCouldn't Touch Him.
Makes use fear there's no hope.
7:4413:10.
cent as long as money remains at
cleat Roseveltia indorsement. of a with white trimtuings, in the midst ian.
When I -popped" I reesill
Event No. a --Best bot rider under
this cni the market, but in case of a
of hanileome grounds that are ornaDemocratic attitude.
An odd wort; she let falls
Some world famous hor1es will be 16, Pony mount. Saddle and bridle.
parity the farmers agreed to pay the
There is a good deal of useertainty mented with iron deer and dogs and area here this year. and some arc
Yeuidi not find it at all
advance.
as to whether there will be any stato dancing girls, and an iron colored corning from far away, expecting te
I
In your Webster, 'Tis "nope!"
No, 30:14.Event
Rest trotting etalgon
Wtosto this proposition was offered
hood legislation In the new congress. boy stands at the gate pont to hold take oft the prizes.
This odd word she let fall
ehbwn in nal-nests. $25.00, $15.tov,
in
the morning it was referred to a
the
horses
of
visitors.
States.
Other
Two
Makes me fear there's no hope.
The program for the four days is: $10,00.
vellAnittfr.... This cenusaittee had It
Pink Awnings for the Cows.
igealc Staudard eed
An interesting report aatrrent here
Tuesday, September 2-1, I90:.
0:40-0:10,
under advisement all day, and late In
"The barn matches the house and
is to the effect that a roolution of the
7:30-7:43.
Event No. 4- Bee: five-gaited sadirtr h The
Trnittlffiretia
problem may be found In a proposi- is quite as pretentious and comfortEvent No. le-Grand ',made of all dle stallion, all ages $26.00. $15.00, the after IMO
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of
able.
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so
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Thompson
of
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the
horses entered in night's contest.
tion to join Arizona with
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recommended the plan to the assoNevada. The former has nearly three 'them ete-ess' and his Jersey cows
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9:141-9:40.
ciation, it passed unanimously.
Event No. 2-Beet pair heavy hartimes the population of the latter. and calves and colts that he has wire
Event No. 5-Paring roadater
Work will be begun at mire on the
Set:Wets Newlauds and Nixon amid screens in the windows of his stables ness horses, mares or geldings, driv- shown to runabout. Horse to be
purRepresentative VanDuser will, of and protects them from the sun with en by owner accompanied by three Judged antler Rule No 1. Horse 75 warehouse, and Sleet-if Eley
course, vigorously oppose such a pink awnings. He has a hot-house ladies. Horses must be 15 1-14 Or per cent; egnipment 25 per cent. chased the material today so as to
movement. It would retire theul to and conservatory in which he propa- over to be judged . by conformanon. First and emeond wInnere in previous avoid delays. A site will be selected
gates garden plants and early vege- style and manners. horses GO per events barred, $25.00, $15.00, $10.00 this week, and from expressions it
private life.
is deemed the farmers favor one
The. Lewis Stuyvertant- Mauler tables and raises rare flowers. He is cent; equipment and general ap9:40-10: He
However,
presidential boom, anteb was heard a practical farmer and the neighbors Pointments. 40 per cent. $25.00,
Event No. 6-Single
carriage Lear the railroad track.
hooding about six wreaks ago, is giv- say that lie-looks and acts just the $15.00, $10.00.
horse shown to two-seated rig, driv- Mr. Kiley agrees to haul the 'hogs8:10-14:43.
en by lady ateompanied by three oth- heads to the rail-road tree of charge.
en renewed impetus by ionizer Cson- same in tht meadow and barnyard as
Cure Absolutely
In building the warehouse the toEvent No. 3--Musical drill; best ers. Entire tapinenient toabe owned
-I tell you. airs you're a liar!"
grtsennan Jacob Ruppert, who Is in he does on the stage. He needs no
"Sir! If I were a lighting wan. I'd
bacco growers reserve the right to
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Guaranteed
kuteck you down for that.Nov time. But it is not a continuous per- Cups.
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eral appointments 50 per cent.
York, and was elected when Hearst formance. At present he does most
"Sir, I-ere•neter bet."
Event No. 4-Best lady rider; side
Tobacco Talk.
101110.
ran thousands behind his ticket last of his labor In a rocktgg chair on the
Aside from the political speeches
Event No. 7-Champion pair of
Real Need For Hurry.
November. Ruppert says Cbaoller la porch or 'driving around through the saddle. Cups.
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roadsters, horse/nem re's or geldings here yesterday, iaterest . in tobacco
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SEPERATE STATE Denman Thompson THE HORSE SHOW
SUCCESS ASSURED
WILL BE ARIZONA
"Old Homestead" Best Saddle and Harness
is

MARSHALL TO GET In
BIG WAREHOUSE

Warm Weather

Lantz's

Kidney
Pills
50c

WILL J. GILBERT

FLOWERS

ACCIDENT

INSURANCE POLICIES

It avould be as sensible to say "I
never travel cm a railroad .becauee
often me collisicters mentioned in the
papers."
Newbro's Herpicide is speeialIe
made to destroy the germ that is living on the robts of your hair.
That is why it is so exceedingly effleatiotteggit is there for the sole purpose of ridding the hair of this paresine growth, after which the hail
grows AS nature intended.
Sold by leading druggists. Two
sites, 50c and $1.00, Send 10e in
stamps for sample to The •Herpielde

at New York. Then I am going to
gait, and williafri Lawrence, who has
been my und rstudy, will take my
part, and I hope he will go on playing 'The Old Homestead' as long as
I played it. It's a play that doesn't
seem to grow old."
Excited pereon-"You have torn
may coat.. That is an insult, and I
demand senefaetion." Calm- person
-"Certainly; nothing I should like
better: I am a taller."-Sourire.
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While Mrs. John, Lewis. of 121
bridle.
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two seated rig. Horse must be 15 1-2 Sunday, she was thrown
or over to be judged by conforma- ground and Mimed.
•
tion, style and manners. Horses 75
Fire Alarm Turned In.
per cent, vehicle and appointments
Yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock a
25 per cent. $25.00, $15.011, ;tome.
fire alarm eateed tire Noe. I and 3
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Monroe
and
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per cent. Championship cap, $60.00. firemen arrived.
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"I like your husband's style vere
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rancit," Said Mrs. GkAIPI, "How do
7:30-7:45.

"I teeZ some Oue-declaree that the
quick lunch is responsible for many
Co.. Detroit, Mich.
W. B. McPherson, Sp.7‘eirti Agent. divorces." "I don't know about that,
but I know it makes lots of widows."
curious ol' Soil, cant -Milwaukee Sentinel.
"Die is
Brother Dickey.
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"Flow come "
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• 'Vela de higher tin de chicken - We do
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.
hongrier 1 gftsg an' de Tao' ilk-u persons. tie. . _mute,
Event No. 2 -Rest lady driver in
Patron-- Yes, you do: only you
1 feels de rhromatiem in my bones.?
appropriate vehicle ease, grace and
charge for a full one.-Life.
--Atlanta CaniattutIon•
•
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Mrs. Marryat.
Foe mean?" asked
"tie's such a quiet dresser." "Hell!
yon should hear hint some time 'when
he can't Mot his 'shirt studs and
Coiner buttons."- Ptilladelpbla Press
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Our $5.00 Boys' Suits
The particular Five Dollar Suit we are talking about
today is our
FiVE DOLLAR BUSTER

Five Dollars is about the
price many Parents wish to
pay for a good, durable Boys'
S u it.
We fill the requirement
with the Best Five Dollar
Suit on earth.

BRUNER EXPOSES
STATE MACHINE

•

•

This Suit made to our
order, and we say, without
hesitation, "Match It, if You
Can."
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Was
lief,
Fie sees. ef "Pope Joan." the
laria, general worn-out, and run
woman pope r:h0 was supposed to medicine show corner Eighth
and
down, condltions.biliousness. stomach
have sat in St. Peter's chair about Tennessee.
and bowel disorders of all kinds,
In Circuit Courtmidway of the ninth century. For
$1's 00 REWARD for a high-head- chronic or acute headaches yield
20o year; in the great cathedral at
Clarence Fry was tined $20 and
ed
blask mule, 16 hands high, scar on readily, and very quickly, to the Osalong
Siena.
with
Italy,
the
busts
of
costs for gaming.
all the other pope's there stood a bust hipirom kick. Address A. 0. Gerard. teopathic treatment, and have no
William Thompson, charged with
attending ill effects. Usually you are
of this myth-tea-I fetnale.beariue upon Holloway,.Ky.
bigamy, was cLsanissed.
as ill from the customvary medieal
it the Inscription. -John VIII., a %%OIlerc.
that
suits
stay
are
will
WANTED--A lint and ,'lean colran Bankitead, malicious shootprescriptrons as from the Illness, but.
man Front Euteand.- Tlity bust was
_with the hoys-ltlits made by
lag; Ciyde Greenway, malicious cutpet ha its place by eecieeinstaeal au- ored man with experience anti good in Osteopathy you experience none of
ting; Armstrong and Wisely, manmen who remember they were
thorities in the year 1100, iltbont pro- references: van get a good position this. Let Die tell you at any time of
test from any retiree. and in pursu- by wilselY:llit to 328 North Eighth the great success tarn having with
?low cutting; Harry Phillips, grand
once boys.
ance of the universal -popular belief street.
the treatment in Padueall. I shall re-,
larceny; Will Csnter, suffering gam,
Double-br,,,isted coat and
that the eighth John had Indeed been
Ins, were filed away.
FOR SALE- A car load of good fer you to people you know well for
full trousers
a woman, and this in spite of time fact
the evidence, and who will tell
ta
western horses. At J. A. Glauber's
that the personal history .,.of the real
just what it has done for them.
Style? Yes.
Judgments.
Johu VIII.. who was a man and a Ho- stable, Third street. Come and get a
DR. G. G. FROAGE,
Well ,fitting? Yes.
Geibel against Knight, judgment
man and the donee of the Emperor good horse or mare for little money. SIR Re/lade-ay, Upstairs Phone 1406.
$164.10.
for
Cheap? No, but low in
Charlet; the Bald. was 'Tell to the illvens and Love,
scholars of the world. It was only at
Diugnid agalfret Lax and Frankpuce.
WHEN BUYING HARNESS, Sadthe loginnins of the sesenteenth con- dles or repair
lin. judgment for $55.
at the Paducah Harness
, Durable? That's one of
C. E. KIDD 0. R. KIDD
tury Ihnt the bust of the "wonmau from and
City National bank against Ed
Saddle Co.. you are getting the
England" watt taken olown.--Argounut best.
one strong points.
Physicians and Surgeons
204
Kentucky
avenue.
Pearson: judgment for $10'.i.
Office 609 ereadwas•
Just the thing for school
FOR RENT OR SALE-Eleven
De Meesent against Garner BrothAccording to History.
Both Plie net
stand
wear-will
the
nyugh
room
house
on
South
Sixth
street
beOffice 1119,
los
ers, judgment for $2•00.
Ite,sidence 81
A New York net um. who spends a porand with cur guarantee back
tion of the summer each yenr In Eng- tivben Clark and Wamthington. Newly
of it.
Deeds% Filed.
land; -tette of arm nuiteetig Incident in painted and In good condition. AMA:
Suit and extra trousers to
eonnection with his first visit to Rich- to H. A. Fetter.
W. C. O'Bryan to R. H. Alt/brook,
FOR RE,NT-Teo six room cotmond castle. On that orcemion he MIK
match at $4.98. Other suits
property In the O'Bryan addition
accompanied by a guide who relied for tage* 502 and 506 North Seventh
from $2.00 upitards.
$100.
his Information nmainly on a guide street. All
modern convenient-3.
Z. T. to John Harris property ir
hook, 'which from time to time he Furnished if desired. Phone 2368
the county. $301).
would furtively consult if he thought
AFTER FRIDAY. Augii-tii 30, you
tbe visitor was n.mt looking his way.
HAVE THE SUN
out get Ham. Cheese, Beef, Poll
"What is the height of thia tine cild
SENT 'TO YOU
Mutton,
sae,:
Veal
Hamburger
and
keep?" asked the New Yorker.
ON YOUR VACATION,
"Asoording to hisery.s replied the wiches at 111 1-2 South Third stres
guide. "It's ninety-two feet."
FOR SALE-Pony and bugg
MtILED FOR 25C
Similar mealiest Were made to other either separately or together. AV
A MONTH,
questions of a like nature. pact" being to S. A. Hill,
at Still office. or e
vouchsafed with the 'insurance that It
phone 964.
was "according to Marry."
LOST--On 'Broad e t;),
Finally there was elicited a part of
bet ween
time battlements where the hill rnm Sixth and N.nth streets, a sulall la...And...
which the castle stands descends. ab- dies' open faced watch Monogram. D
ruptly to the 'leer.
••••
M. on calk?. Finder return to',1114
• "Pretty steep deseentS' exclaimed the
Jefferson street and get rewaid.
"Yes." said Mrs. Niuglev- "I always
American.
Paducah. Ky.
CLEANING AND PRES141,NO'nTa7; try to retire before midnieht. I don't
SYets sir." came ftvout the guide in
his juoriatosous tone. "As:cresting ,tu ly done. Satisfaction , guaranteed. like to miss my beauty
Sept, 24111, 22Sth, 26th sled
it's almost! pee cledisula r" •
Work called' for and delivered. One "Really." said Miss Knox, "you
27th •
trial ,faulip I ask. James Duffy. South should try
harder. You certainly
°Why
do
you
or,
have
f
,.,
or
that
or
, your telephone?"
BEN WALL'ICE,
110,0no Inn-sem and Premiums.
A stout blow is always a good ar- letnthitfek. near Broadway. Phone don't get enough of It."-Philadeie
'So mecan get near •nough to Ole phonih"
The Great Circus Manager,
gument_
1 462-a.
iphia Frees.
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PEOPLE
AND SOCIAL EVENTS

HEALTH MEANS STRENGTH

4

Strength Brings Results

Watch his Jpace
yor

At this season of the year the Horse, Cow,
Sheep, Hog and Hen are weak from their
efforts during spring and long, hot summer
days.

6pecia1 Attraction

Vitality Gone

Announcement

The Animals and Fowls can't produCe profitably. They must have help.

B. A. Thomas

Stock and Poultry Food will bring perfect
health and full strength to all animals and the
hens through the molt in fine condition for
heavy winter laying.

The Hog Powder

Will positively cure and prevent hog cholera
and make healthy, heavy porkers. Satisfaction guaranteed if given in time.

Hart Sells These RenEdias at Factory Prices

4

GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
WANT ADS.
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I IN THE COURTS t
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Fall Races

ANNUAL HORSE SHOW

TITE PADUCAH EVENING St:TN.
eroweeseen'efee

-An Unrevealed Nlystery
-0

•

The Sunken City.

PADUCAH,
MONDAY,
Greatest Circus Alliance the World Has Ever Known!

September 16
ui A o
EK

4ZA.1411_.
(Cries/me)
fOrtiren0
Eratee Sta:ee arr.ly Voles reWas It a dream? I don't know. I
inmeber tba rayetery whleh oecurrea don't believe one can dreeln of heelat Fort C. many years ago, a mystery dents of which he has never heard.
AND
white; has Lever to this day and doubt- Was It a vision? I &pat know that
less net er will be revealed. Theme un- either. It occurred exacely 400 years
der wbose notice It took Once are now after Colusobus diecoeered the talents
either ou the retired list or &ad. Yet Where I was at the time and where, 1
here and there dozing over a newspa- saw' such strauge
Attlee It was 200
per itt &Mae tinny or nary club a white
years exactly since those sights had
beaded wid nem may be found
who cuu been a real occurrence.
give the circumstance's.
On the 6th of June. 1802. I sailed jilt°
One day away back In the last ceptury guests were assembling at die Port Royal, Jamaica. There was a stiff
quarters Of Colonel Atbern, couilumel breeze blowing and a„ troubled sea.
lug Fort C., to eelehrate the wedding "You should come In here on a ealm,
of the. colonel's alece. Miss Rexene day," said the captain, beside whom I
flontield, with Lieutenant Reginald Al- was standing. "Why?" I asked. But
len. Alien had se•ured a leave_or had before he could reply
area duty chainbeen sent away on some duty-it was ed his
attention, tied the question was
claimed that he e as purposely nbeent
not anawered. We were to retuniu at
-and was to have returned for a bachelor farewell deliver be was to give oh Port ?loyal two days, and I went
ashore to take up my secide at a
the "'oiling before the wedding. There
were no malls or teiegrephs handy at wretched little inn of this most wretchthat time by welch lie voted send any ed hamlet. Afterward 1 learued that et
word, and when lie did not appear for had once been the finest town in the
the dinner it was aueposell he had West Indies and the richest spot in the
been unavoidably detained. But ellen world. I supped and went to
bed. '
the garrelon clock struck 12 the next
How bag 1 slept 1 dou'Vknow, but I
. ad
uptieleted for the (eree
yth
I-Iuures
wits awakeued by a trembling of my Twn nnd
Con.e44slosiat Enter(1Jaeye;
1
anti itc.
did not appear there wee
/
bed, and it was day-euddday, it semeed.
tetinm•snt, FIduestion Lind E2,dific:ation I
a hum of auhre
lute iligeatly perfortuing feats
Allen never did appear again at Fort A strainge man stood beside my bed.
1t4
.V.
that most men do net essay.
C. 'The lady he wus to have married have never seen anything ingire villainbore the eitght put upon her so well. ous than his face. His dress Iliad seen Witness the rojai
never uttering a word of blame, that only in old prints-the dress of a We ride ef the supere
of th em all, a Huge
she re-vetted the sympathy of every Calmer.
Performirag the Latest Feats of High-Cla
ss Equestrians.
vue. Not a person at the tart who
"Come, mate," he said, "I'll show you
afterward met Lieutenant Allen-be
the town. You're arrived just in time. rt.‘Vrte l
offered no explanation of his eonduarGit into your toga."
Teo grand performances, ureter water-proof
but gave him a dead on. Re rernaltrd
tents. rain Or thine. boor*
open at 1 and 7. Performances begin In the
With his devilish eye he cast a spell
Maesive Steel Structure
in the army only a year after the day
and in the ,lags at 2 and ti p tn.
he nee to have been married. when, over me. 1 dared not disobey. Patting
flouting himself tnteeo,ad wherever he on my clothes, I followed him down A DM'S 1.4 I C.)IN, 80c, 4.:Idtdr•:•rt undur 9, 715c.
nppeaved among army people, he re- and out Into the street, where every- PICTURESQUE. PAGF.ANT. of Gorgeous Grandeur,
moves over
principal streets every morning.
signed and diaappeared.
thing was swaying. The place seemed
Five year. after her disappointment changed. It was no leuger a lade Its First
he is lipua Makirg treat ei LostkrableSicalion
ce
Miss Bonfield engeged herself to Cap- tows, but a city. The streets nem
tain Gregg. The engagement occurred far narrower than when I had pooled
Just before Gregg was ordered to nn - through them the day before, and the
other post. Certata yens. Wags with Louses looked old (*stewed, but there
more love of saying mesa thew than were many of them. Within the !endeliency debated anseng thireatielves If tre was a eiturch with a goodly spire ealleetd11111.11111111111111111IIP
Ilreing would behave as Allen had be But what surprised we most was that
W. P. Parton.
ft. Rudy,
haved. But Gregy. after being en- the place bow 'stood on a tongue of
P Puryear
Preside -',t
gaged for Rh months, during all of land projecting into the sea, whereas
Ceatase,
ral•ta ut Cmeh3..
which time he was aliment from tile yesterday it had stood on the main
fiancee, returned he melee thee for the stuee.
Buttermilk tn. Cocktails.
tt aut.•d—Moq.• Protection for ChBMaking a illharas.
wedding.
-Is this Port Royal?" I asked my
We have not a word of detente to :
dr.
1 There is eneouragement in the
There is no record that any dielgree- guide.
offer for the vlee-president's eettitie
It is unfortunate that under the !message of the "prominent club- meat ever occurred between Captain
"It is Port Royal, and a fine peeve
mid Mos. Gregg. During the first few for our trade."
forth of ei,:ittalls to his guests. liu: 'pre sent s.stem of government there'unman" of St.
locrworsted
Louis who proposes,
mouths of their marriage Gregg ap"What le sour trader'
there is much to be said in mitiga- es I:0 adequate means of protectican for the relief'or further
diw•onditure peared as a devoted and
happy hus"Spanish ealleons. We sit 'PrIl from
Capital
tion. For months he has been travel- for ( hildren subjected to the torture of disinherit
•-•••.••••
ova, rar:••....
e do.etio
ed and
deposed Mere band. Theu due day when he trent on Meek° and Peru
loaded with gold
Berpies
ing around the agricultural distrets i eh i( h is of the mind att.
'a. .•••••
(' heart rather Men, a "husband's hour."
▪
50,000
duty be gave evidence of having re- We don't need to be overcareful to
Sto.lisolders UahIhIty
chinking buttermilk at every farm
a• ace •ece•is ••
an et the body. Soeiety has not
"Have your husband's slippers ceived a shock. To Inquiries as to his hide onr jobs, for there's no law
100,00t1
hoarse Any human person will see 1-.1 tle.ised sae-emit defenses agalnet ready
for him when he gets home. health be replied that he was never against us here, or, if them is. uo
Tetal sorority to deposition
that be had to have some change in ho art
and women who de- (live him a good dinner, and thee better. Nevi rthekew he bed a hunted oae trespeets it. This is a British colII:350,00e
Accounts of indivklaals and dross
look
anti
10,
t
flesh
till
uniform
his
mit with norle of British squeemishhis diet. He
-could eaelly get a doe- et:/e.
solicited. We appreq.aa•
or b.ight Its best pee take your John to one side for a cozy
hung
about
In
hlin
deep
creases.
mall
we well as large 1.16positathe sod liererti
While ness. When off duty we drink lei i
c' reel, ate that he needed a eibilitiea by indiffi rence. neglect of that."
to all the Sanaa
Abe toting devotion be had shown his carouse with the people of the to',
teRliirteous treatment.
coaktail for nicalicinfil purposes after
and the deniat of the loving
all
-lent
An
and hotneiy savor hides wife did not continue, be was perfect- In whouj there is no virtue, no ehte
absorbing unlinilied quantitiea of but- I tem'ierness which children crave and
In that word "slippers.In some ly reopectful *ad attentive to bet% Life here is one long debauch. 1;.
terniiik. - -Phitudephia Record.
What surprised every as Wait that site that's ended now. Our day
need. That is a step still to be taken parte of Hopokus and Brooklyn
of judgmen
;in the evolution of humanity.—Cleve-- do still wear "slippers," perhaps, and did not treat him or appear to whin* ment ham come."
about
Wu)
as
a
sick
man.
Not Norales Paull.
She aseilied
He led the way toward a fort atandland Leader.
frogged and tasseled dressing gowns. rather Indifferent than
(wire NATURTAT %TORTS FROM
otherwige. Theft ing back fend' the sea, passerc ter"Norah. I don't want to see you
7 TO II 9CL(.101L. •
sad take their ease or sleep after people eltiepered to one another that rified
men, women and children.
Iteeing that 'female' of yours in the
Misttess- -it:eiget. have ou co "supper." Is it so in St. Louis? Or she fled never recovered from having
Through
besotted
a
look
on
the
faces
kitchen any more."
Imented the handle <et the water But does the prominent clubwoman mean lost her first love.
of the men their pallor appeared more
"If yell kindly cough befure ye 'which you dropped
Gregg finally got a year's leave stud ghat :tly. The Welnefl booked
yesterday" that ,hlere Mau after feed and cosabanwent abroad- -without his wife. At the doned. The children only appeared
open th' dare, mum, ye won't Kee me Bridget-"I started to, mune
hut versation is to be imtnured at home
hi.
end
of
the
year
he
returnee in fair not-eat. They were hurrying somekissing 'fin. either."
mostunfortunately, I dropped the re- while his wife goes
to her club,— conditiete hot with something of the
where or- standing paralysed' or on
ntent bott:e." Punch.
New York Sun,
bunted !sack left.
their knees praying. Tben I felt ti,
Jack -I'm afraid It wilt be hard
In six monilia he was pent to a re- "earth heneve under me like
a wa.•
work for _you to induce Mira- Box- ! Mrs. Handout ---"If I give you yonr
treat, where he died a few years later. of the sea: a fissure opened
A Fuller Story.
before tee; •
I• igh to marry you, old man. Tom
MTG.
Gregg
%%as
now
a
woman
dinner will you ,earry a niersage over
of
They are having a perfectly Jolly
tawny people went down, and it (+Med
twenty-eight. She hod no children over them.
Well. I know it will be hard work ,to the next village for me?" Tired time at the national capital
these
did
and
not
look her age. The unforfor me If I don't te Chicago Dail: ,Tim—eaVid pleasure. mum. Where diet's over a story in
I uttered an exclamation of horror.
which Chief Jus- tunate endings
of her love affairs had
"That's nothIng to V. hat 3null see."
New 5.
Itm your motor car?"-- Puck.
tice Puller figures. The chief justice, not seemed to cast any cloud over her. said
my man. eyeieve heard of -Sodso the story runs, met an old-time fele was not at all depressed. She ap- om. haven't
you? Well, this is Sodfriend, and, after passing the time peared simply as any other youpg un- om. the wicked** place on the
earth.
We,have Several good driving horses for sale at reasonable prices
man
whose
husband
hall
died
mut k•ft It's going to be wiped out. Come."
of day, remarked: "You are looking
and
her
a
welow.
Her
widowhore )yas
will guaiintee them as represented. Call and see them.
Auld there, while standing on the
exCeedingly well. Aren't you tilling
1.13011. In eighteen months titter • It-egg's ramparts
of the fore .1 taw the tong-nout a little?" "No. indeed." repiledi death she
beeatue the wife of Major set lane -ea whicei tiservity-stood 'tide
ineoiro AAAAA
The wag of a Mend. 'Ton prolably Thurston,
forward into the sea. Can I ever forLinty soil earth/ hrs.
Few% Strut and teatacky Avesa.
think so because I'm looking Fuller
Tburston's sister, an army woman, get those shrieks?
It was urelees for
in the face." Every time that one Is begged him not•to marry Mrs. (leen'. the people to run Nick. The MOVillOf
,
But
when
the
brother asked for ren- area was so large that many of tip-in
told there are hearty bursts of laughrotas he got nettling except whit has„sneer It renter
ter from the hearers.---Law Notes,
dkl not knew *eat they
betel told
far In this start-that is, were moving. fen every Mile e
,
that the woman bad been treated Olaf on which I stood
a great
A Prophecy as to Wheat.
mitarnefully by her first flame and that horse-shoe wave Memel
In and took tile
T'nquciA.ionably those now living her busbend had died of some hrain city
under its embrace.
•c- the time uhen in seine years Or or nervous trouble. The major deThis was the last seem. in my
ited States will import wheat if a clined ti act the part of the first and strange vision. The uext thing I laiew
eels can be found anywhere. Jts saw no reason why tie Mimed fear the I was lying In bed, and the captain of
Fire,
fate of the sceond. The sister ,ill the ship eteod over
Swain Boiler,
me.
tile'. however we inay expect to
Life,
protested: but, without a reason, he de"Get up," he said. "We sail Iii an
Bonds,
r, i n tin to export grain, forever. Mined to change
his eaurse. Ile mar- hour."
Accident,
Plate Mass,
eldest
e
and
most
densely
popto
ried Mrs. Gregg. sod ten weeks later
- nave you shortened the time of your
Voting Men and Werner) ter mmitions of
Staltb,
Cargo,
troll.,
eel countries of the earth continue committed suicide.
stay?" I nekiel absently, still geeing in
where intelligent service wilibeappleciaettd and
LiablIft7,
H ill,
Thurston
not
Is
the
first
man
who
export
may
mincee
grain,
and
while
c•ye
the
world
that terrible wave.
paid
Antoaaohile,
Elevat•tr.
has
made
a
mistake
not
by
it
"No. Two days have passed. We
heeding
,lures there
will always be exExperienced Men and Women for positions tewomau's warning tweause no good or tried to wake you yesterday,
but it was
, a nges of surpluses. As to our pro.julriug ability and tact-Old
entfleient
Old 7V1
reason
accompanied
New 369
it. no use. The ship's doctor tried, and
369
(ten) we are probably nearing our Women have
N•ly 726
been known to be right he couldn't do it. I thought I'd make
People re' All Ages, of alt talents, of divers
.ximum under present methods of in cseidemnieg a man frmn the abspe a last
Campholl Building, PeaduCeih,
effort myself."
ahlilies, for suitable lines of empley ment—
Ky.
eceatiens
It is, however, easily of his mete. However. there WW1 not
It was it beautiful, tranquil morning
['seri Things-such as Piano', Orgasm, Ever
esible to double our out( ut by bet- the slightest proof that Mrs. Thurston that we sailed out, nod the sea '.vas
Sett of Musical Instrument, VrilIng
Maebittee,
methods of agriculture which we had any direct or Indirect illnitiellee cit like Mime. I went on to the forecastle
Cash Registers, Sere ani Office Fixtures, Talkher Ineclinnd's suicide. What surprised and looked over Into the
transparent
cit gtedually adopt as increasing
every one was that this climax to bre water,
ing Machines, le mike, Engravings, leet•Cards,
There, fathoms below,- it-4
. f'es caused by the pressure of
pole unfortunate to/kennelled affairs seemed seemed to me that
Stamp Collections, Itugs,, Carpets, Furniture of
I could trace streets
elon warrant the increased outlay to Lave no more effect titian her than awl houses, the
'.
every kind—
line now sinking into
prodUctIone-San Francisco Citron- either of the other (oars. She seemed shadows to reappear farther on
even
Horses and Carriages, trueks, business wagons,
perfectly pesaive meter each and all raofe clearly than at first. It was
tea
bicycles, guns, cameras, fishing tackle, automoof them. Nevertheless she did not city I had seen in my vision. If 1
had
biles--marry again, though it was reported eoleited it. my /toilets would have
Iletweett Brills mut tetarybdis.
been
I
Real Estate-lots, ploM-acrer,--teagetiolds, equiA young man appeared unduly de- that Several men at different times dispelled 1)3- meeting dirretly over the
ties,- Iteuem, fiats, apartments, stores -", seed after the death of his rich were nttentive to her. It was supposed church I had seen, whose spire wits
that on lenrnIng her marital record LOW but a short distance below the
.ne
"Why are you so sad?" an aeInstruction in paintinet, singing, the violin and
Electric Hose, the woriTs best, per loot__
the delisted.
I-airfare. Around it fishswam lazily,
etintance said to the young man
_._20c
piano, short-hand, accounting, currespondenee,
Mrs. Gregg-Thurston died when he while far below, at Its base, I saw
ou never, appeared to care mull was past fifty. No explanation was small white objects which
language. dancing-I fended
ever given of the blight that fell on vverr-tornbstonee. freer all this sunken
e your aunt."
Jelae,e6 to Live- bowies, apartments, furnished
"I didn't," said the math, dole- her lovers. but there as a story told city was a grim silence. ...
rooms, bearding places e here life is interesting.
4
by the physician who Instaibt her into
"I've never seen it so distinctly,"
the
iy,.47" "14
Th"-Ttir °f kePP- the world that her mother a few raid the captain, coming up
Thew! are some oft/u' thousands
behind
me
her
in
An insane asylum the last
e
tnontha
the child's birth had "It's the smooth water and the way
of people and thine, that are
.1) years of her life. and now that
the light strikes down Into it"
been frightened icy a snake.
-wanted" in this CitY just now,
•• has left inc all her money I've
May not Dr. Oliver \l'endell Holnicee
"Do you mean to tell me that's a
Both Phones 201
132 S. Fourth tit.
and if you can fill any of these
,t to go to court and prove that she character of Elide Vernier, whose real city?" I asked.
325 Kentucky Avenue.
"It Is. It is the old Port Royal,
cc of sound
"trantS"
mind."--Illustratedi mother entre sl a similar fright, the
child inheriting serptnitine traits, ex- 'whet was sunk by eurthquake 200
,.!s.
plain the mystere of Itoxana Bonfield? years ago yesterday, June 7, le02."
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Fair

—

In countr'es where beer is the natio,
'al
beverage, there is practically no drunkenness, for beer contains a small percentage
of aleohol and is riich in food values

Great

Wallace

•

Shows

The Belvedere Malting Process makes
Belveder: Beer the most healthful beer
brewed---the beer richest in actual food
values.

Combined

Trained Animals, Circus and Menagerie. of
Unprecedented Excellence
Tilt.- World's Fair Dominating Feature

The Belvedere Process reduced the percentage of alcohol to less than 3 13 per
cent while making the beer absolutely pure,
healthful and serengthening.

INIMITABLE WILD BEAST EXPOSIIION

GREAT GROUP OF POLAR BEARS
BENGAL TI6ER'
'
in n estanimal INDIA ELEPHANT
'

FEROCIOUS LEOPARD EQUESTRIAN 1SNOW-WHITE STEED

Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408.

/toper:me C.1
400 Dapple Grey Horses,Chariots, Cages
,etc.
Reserved seats at McPherson's Drug Store.

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

Interest Paid on Time Depc31ta

Third.and Broadway,

i

CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

Glauber's Stable.
Wo are ready for all Kinds ef haulin
g.

TELEPHONE 499

THE "I'ULLY LIVERY COMPANY

-

INSURANCE •A GENTS

urns

ABRA L. WEIL & CO.

VVANTEDI

Office Phones

Residence Phones

harden Hose, Lawn Sprinkler, Nozzles
All H ose Repairs

ED. D. HANNAN

r.lre

The sanitary PJunther

Allosommilimmenamma.,
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Tom- Mamma, let's move.
Mamma -What for, dear?
Tom—Oh, I've licked every boy in
the atreet, and there's no more fan
to be hitd here.--Fhiladelphla Tele.

graph.

Stout Squire (who has given his
slender garueaer a cast-off suit)
"So you've got the clothes on, It:,
fens?" Bilens--"Yes, air. But, lea '
they'll cost me 04,40 11141nceilt1"— ,
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fort he said slowly: "An hour ago I ward mei embrimed him as she would
chair and, taklng her band in his. trim-.I
.14'41
"Now-at 011ee-that IS, I-don't bad Senator Roberts on the long die- Mud emiliteeed her own father. A 'soli- wan.
LIMED.
to reasbe with her mod comfort her.
know," answered jeffereon, enthar- lance telephone. and I'm going to tary tear counted 'down the financier's
'•1.1•ten, Shirley." he said; "do not do rimmed. "The fact Is nay faculties ere lenehlnetiet.. It's all right about your
cheek. In thirty years he had not felt
EVANSVILLE,
PADUCAH
AND something you will surely regret.
You numbed. I went to have lost my pow- father. The matter will be dropped. or been touched tiy the emotion of hus CAIRO LINN.
are punishing nie not_only _because 1 -er of thinking- Eathe-r,"-he exclaimed, You've beaten nut'. I acknowledge
man nffectlofl
have faded, but beenose you haVe fall "you see what a wreck you have made You're the first living soul who ever
.--..,,,,,,•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
The oloor suddenly opened, anti Jef-)ranophde
[Muesli Packets ed too. It memo to me that If you be- of our lives:"
has beaten John Burkett Ryder."
ferson entered. Ile started on seeing
ilf!Ved It possible to accomplish Si
ellerley at:Intel forward with a cry Shirley In hie father's amid
(Incorporated),
"Now, don't moralize," replied his
much, if you had so much faith-- that tallier testily. "as if yoitr own selfish of inineled joy and murpriae. Could
"Jett my boy," said the fine:vier, re
Volt have lost your faith rather quickly. sem in desiring to IS.X4Seaa that girl she believe her ears? Wan It poasible
Mewing Shirley and trot(tug her hotel
heiff.ved In sunlit's% I hail no faith. wasn't lite mainspring of nil your ne- that the dreaded Colossians had capitusomething seem
in hie scull'ii. "rve
and yet I have not lost hope."
thine." Watiug his .son out of the lated and that she had saved her fa- couldn't dn. I've convinced Mill* lirt.wn
She shook her head and gently with room; he added: "Now, leave we alone ther? 113.1 the forces of rleht mliii
1 niesn Mist irOSSIllitre-tpat We are
drew her hand.
with her for a few momenta. Perimpe Ike prevailed after --wtee--- Her fnee not so tail rifler all."
"It Is neelem to Melee Jefferion. I emu make her listen to reason."
transfigured, radiant, site exelaimed
(Dial., Except Sunday.)
Jeffoortson, beaming, grasped his faVery frequently the most inferior
Until my father Is cleared of this Mein
leffenton stayed at his father as if he breathlessly:
Steamers Joe Fowler and Jolla 111 our lives-yours and mine-tnuet
"What, Mr. Ryder, you mean that t or's hand.
Ile feared he were out of his mind.
goods
depend on their sale by having
"lett her!" be exclaimed.
Honking, leave Paducah for Evans. apart."
"What do you mean? Are you"- he you nye going to help my father?"
echoed
father!"
"That's
what
say
I
Ville and way landings at 11 a. in.
a green stamp on the neck of the
"Not for his sake, for yours," he anEIOnte one coughed, and, startled, they ejaculated.
harley.
Special excursion rate now in et both looked up. Mr. Reder hod entered
"Go-go; leave her to me." command- swered frankly.
bottlt. This count(for nothing withThey both embraced the financier
Shirley hung her' hesul. In her mofeet tom Paducah to Evansville and the room unobserved and stood wntele ed the financier. "Slam the door when
etnestIon, Ryder
overcome
with
Wail,
out merit and quality is in the bottle.
retara. 14.60. Elegant mug' on ths Mg them.' Shirley Immediately rose to you go out, and she'll think we've both ment ofetritouph she was sorry for all Senior etruegled to free himself and
her feet indignant, resenting this hy- gone. Then come up again presently." the bard things she had said to this made his decape from the room, err boat. Tabt• unsurpassed.
The stratagem etteceeded nubnhirnh.iy man. She held out her hend to hint.
trnakm on her prlvat7 After she had
hug:
"Forgive um," she fetid gently. "It
derlined to receive the• foamier. Yet. Jefferson gave the door it vlgooroui
"Il000lby. (Millirem! I'm off for Wash
STEAMER DICE FOWLES
she refleeted quickly, how could she pull, and John Ryder stood quiet, wztlt- was for my father. I had no faith. I batten!"
the girl to emerge foon sanctu- thought yotir heart was of stone."
prevent It? Ile was at Inane, free to lug
Thug 1.'01,
Leaves Panucah for Cairo and way come and go as lw Weaned,
itioadidNely Ryder drew her to him.
And
but she ary. Ile did not have to wait long,
Landings lit 8 a, in sharp., daily, im watt not compelleal to remain In the Ill. door soon opened. anti ShlrleY He clamped her two bands In his, 111111
PILES! PILES! PILES!
ann. Sunday. Special excursion rate, Male roam with hint. She pleked up dame ont slowly. She lute her hnt on looting down at her kindly, he said
Williams' Indian Pile Ointment will
bow in effect from Paducah to Calf* the few things that lay about and, with end was drawing on her gloves( for awkwardly;
"So It was; so it was! Yos Reeom- cure Blind, Bleeding atei Itching
and return, with or without meals a contemptuous toss of her head, re- through her nimbler she had (emelt it
Piles. It absorbs the tumors, allays
treated into the inner apartment, tear. glimpse of tile cab standing at the Milted the miracle. It's the first Unto
WA room. Good music and table us
itching at once, acts as a pohltice,
Is nine summers old. The govon
pure
meted
Sentiment.
I've
father aud son alone together.
lug
Let
me
started
cerh.
She
on seeing Ryder
aietss ittatant railer. Williams' Indian
r passed .
"HuM.'
5 grunted Ryder sealer, "I standing there motionleva, find she tem, you eernething. Good sentiment Is Pile OinUtiebt Is
;inert stamp will so indicate.
prepared for -Piles
For further Information apply te rather thheittlir shopid find yob herd would have
retreated hail he not niter bad business, in ti good lottsillene Is 14(1 and Bridals of the private parts. Sold
S. A. Fowler General Pees. Agent, or ..I#11.1 I didn't quite oXperd
that's
tentIment.
wts,y a deb num est ha- tit-tomb-tar. snail tiOr and $1.00.
•
•
nod your on oepted her.
generally sitiotareed to bare tinrh a hard W:1:laniele,
Elves FOwlsr, City Pam. Ailent, at your knees drageing onir pride hi the
"I wish to speak to you, Miss-RossMyg (7o., Pr6ps., C'evetime getting into the kingdom of heav- land, 0.. "ftt
mote." he began.
rowler-C:ar.bangh • 00a. eines Mud."
040
"There where our pride ought to he,"
-I have nothing'to may," answered en." lie laughed and went on: "I've
ton phosse MIL
_wit% W , ttgoe
retorfrU Ieffertiou ettkapl. ge felt lit elprlee frebidly,
ityca $1o,tha
— - 511121,cribc ter The Sun,Ire said often to be balled its feet under
,arOund. But many times women call on
their family physicians, suffering. as they
ttnagine, One from dyspepsia, a not her f oda
heart disease, another hem lid•r or kidney diseasE another from nervous prostration,another with pain here and there,
and in this way they present alike to
themselves and their easy-going or overbus -doctor, separate diseases, for which
be, assuming them to be such, prescribes
pills and potions. In reality', they are
only symptoms caused by some uterine
isease. The
• ician,
orant of the
ea-two( sulleringj s up treatment
until large bills are t de. T
cross
patient gets no Nett
thZ
wrong treatment, but !XL. ably %ors
. sit r men' ••
•P
i
i
ffERI
MIDIRIII
.‘f• i
t V
(
me ,seas
e
b .
g a t use • s e II symptoms, and instituting comfort instead of
prolonged misery. It has been well said.
that"a disease known is half cured.' .
Dr. Pierce's Favorite l'rescription is a
scientific medicine, carefully devised by
an experienced and skillful physician,
end adapted to %%n
enui's delicate svatem.
It Is made of native American medicinal
roots and Is
needy harmless i 'ts
itei
et:5,L
1S i/I o /I CI,/ro
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blown against the ngrthern end, but'said to be comparatively light. Tee
!railroads report lines workieg regucaused no damage.
I THE LETTER THAT I
Work was begun this morning larly- today, but last night sest-ral
W AS NEVER SENT.
bringing the wharfboat to shore,:crews of linemen were kept sin the
Barges were placed alone the side road repairing trouble,
Pertainiti.)
of the stages and the Fannie Veal..! An unverified report from MetropFrank Littlefield stood on the porch
lithe used in pulling the stages up olis is that a small white boy was looking up at
the sky, then down on
It was a dIfilcult job lifting the blow a from a barge into the river; the vista before the
house, then at the
(Continued from First page.)
heavy stages. Boats are landing di-e but was saved by the prompt action dewdrops on the
flowers in the front
rectly at the wharf with little incon- /of a uegro who jumped in and yard. There Is nothing like a beautiful
route egeut for the Americas) Express
brought him safely to shore.
venience.
slimmer morning to make one feel a
company, arrived and began work of
Damage Outside Paducali.
delicious gladness. There . was more
As-the storm came up the follow
No damage except to telephone and than they to make Littlefield glad. He
lug party headed by Charles and Hen
he began checking what express matry Kopf was preparing to go to Me- telegraph Aues is reported in the had come home to spend a two weeks'
ter could be reached, and as fart as
tropolls in the gasoline launch "Get- county ancrihe northern part of Mar- vacation after a very busy season in
debris can be removed, will coindys": Misses Rosebud Hobson, Helen shall. across the river sonic damage the city. He had for mouths been
plate the work.
working, not only days, but nights, and
Hills. Marjorie Loving, Netts Hat- was done. but nothing extensive.
Work of firemen has been highly field, Garnett Buckner.
Metropolis, 11., Sept. 3. (Special.) when at last it became expedient for
Lillian Rob.
complimented from all sides. Fire son and Messrs.
Fred Gillium, Louis --Buildings were unroofed and trees him to knock off he was presented with
Chief Wood, his assistant, Captain Gaeble, Henry Kopf,
•
Charles Rieke and telephone poles blown down by a handsome check by his employers
Jake 'Elliott. of No. 4 compauy, and GuyMartin. John
Orme. Warren the storm yesterday. The stack of and a consieerable raise of salary.
Captains Joe Ccelins. Tom Glynn and Sights and Charles Kopf
These bleseiugs led up to another riand Mrs. W. the Empire mills was knocked over
Jack Slaughter wore praised for t heir)J. Hies and Miss Susie
Weatheraid,off the-main building andethe mill is sible bappiness. When Littlefield went
•
to the city be had left at home a school
work. They directed the wore of -res-Ichaperonee
glshut down for repairs. The roof was
friend or love; he did not at the time
cue and their subordinates worked
Seeing the danger the party went blown off theenuildlng of the Murray exectly
know which, but had since
hard and with a will, braving dangers
on the wharfboat to wait. As the boat Lumber company also. Oommunica- learned that
the latter'word better exof being teethed by falling walls.
broke loose several of the party ran (ion by telephone with Brookport is pressed his
feelings. He had been farThe stock of the Smith Sisters'
off to the bank. Others were brought broken off.
seeing for a boy of eighteen and had
millinery store, occupying the east
Sharp, Ky.. Sept. 3. ISpecial.) -- contented himself
ashore in boats. The "Gladys" was
with enjoying Louise
side of the building, Is valued at
tied to the wharfboat but .the con- While there was a hard wind here Phillips' companionship without
make3.000 arid no eyelone insurance is
stant strain pulled out the staple and yesterday no particular damage was ing a cemplleation between thetu.
He
earried.
she went drifting down the river. A done.
was pew- to another held to make
The stock of the expressi company negro jumped in and swam 150 yards
Minor Damage.
his way as best be eoithl without incannot be appraised exactly as it is in the high waves before he reached
generally duenee or meanie and he felt that he
done
Damage
was
not known bow much express matter the boat and he succeeded in bring- throughout the city and county. AI hail no right to
enter upon an affair
was on baud. Express had accumu- ing it safely ashore. Everett Fulker- the Thompsone laundry, Fifth and that might stand In the girl's
way
lated since Saturday. night, there be- son's launch was the first to break Jefferson Teets. a big smoke stack tuatrimoaially. But now he was
to
ing no deliveries on Sunday and Mon- loose and was quickly followed
by was blown down and John Ward's receive a competence for two be had
day
Drivers after "working" the the launch of Sam Drown. After a saloon building was relieved of part returned anxious to meet his eel !whom early afternoon south bound paesen- hard struggle both launches were of it's roof. Sevesed street and Ken- Mate arid see how she appeared to li
ger train. had reported to the °Mee brought ashore. Skiffs at the wharf
Rain damaged the after an absence during which she
eucke avenue.
passed from sixteen to twenty-one
and been went to the stable with their are overturned and several art, buildingand
stock slightly.
Mr.
team, only ii few minutes before the t•aught under the stages and
Swinging a cane In his band, he at.
datte i Ward estimating the damage to stock
pee down froter the porch and out on t •
accident. They had gotten around &gee.
laud building about $40e. The buildthe walk that lined the road. It was
the corner when the crash was heard.
An 0141 barge at the north end of lag is owned by Mr. Jake Well arid
not the best time of day to make a call.
the wharfboat owned by the
Calls Out Firemen.
Weet the Henry Well estate.
especially on his old companion. Inlientedlatele after the crash
the Kentucky Coal company was sunk,
deed, he was especially averse to haste
fire department was called out. Kverylbut not being loaded it did not go
He would devote (be two weeks before
him to renewing his intimacy, study e •
company answered. Fire Chief Wood i completely- under and this morning
his own desires and thaw of Miss Pi•
secured jacks and used them in res-Ithe barge was beached. All coal flats
lire. If at the end of the fortnight all
cuing the imprisoned express agent landberges were lashed closely towas propitious be would tell his story
Volurteers responded, but fele were i gether.
Stint abide the result. But, though be
ct.
ieeIGNED
litt
TO
WILL
The
Lineal
elevator
of
used on aesount of the Zeinger
the Oleo River and
did not intend to make a call at 9
TONIGHT.
leee
were run and patrolmen Stationed to Sand & Cleve: 'company located on
o'••lock ha the morning, his steps naturally fell toward the home of the perkeep back the crowd, Hundreds of . the river bank below Jefferson street
son who occupied his thoughts. Ile
people lined the street for a dlatanee was blown down. The owners stated
hoe not gone far before he saw coming
of a square both ways and paiware lehis morning they had not examined Superintendent 41'Ili Pres/rival. VI
a ivotliall whose walk was familiar. As
along Broadway was es.arly•emseeeelthe mat•hinery and did 1104 know how
Tbeen To Ronne.
elle epproached he saw that she was
bit'. The crowdelid not teem to heed It was damage:I, but placed the damBefere september.
Iliss Phillips. But the bird had opened.
thy rain, whish coutinued until after age neer 8:0
'
0,
Every vestige of the child had cheap
Rivt•rnen arrived
this
morning
midnight.
pewee He saw a yision of leffelinese
from the Tenuessee river and One at.
that made his pulses throb.
Ageut Lagerwall stated that he
"Mims Philliper he asked., raising his
Tonight at the iv iegular Ineete
ten' arrival heardetefetatostorm. Down
never lost his senses after the crash'.
the river ne damage %ris .lotle to riv- log of the school board before the bat.
but realized his position. He cried
"Mr. Littlefield!" she replied, startPublic schools start. the teachers will
er craft Si0 far as :earned.
out as loudly as he could to pilot
ing. Indeed, she appeared confused. so
the
be
Mat
placed for
semester. It ta
Light and PIO Wet Co.
much so as to drop It letter she earnest
rescuer, to his locattoli. and it was
The storm caused rupee inionven- announced by one of the committee In her band. Littlenekl
picked it t•••
his faint *bout coming from under
that
changes
few
have been made. and handed it to her, Ile notice/I ti •
fence to the Padueah Light and Powtons of debris that attracted rescuers.
er ,
.70tUjaall
than damege .4 large Teachers at the Lougfellow building. it was addressed to a man. He Moe
After liberation and while being exeKentucky avenue, fright at once. To whom could she. be
tree fell across the *Dee on South Fifth street and
rted to Mattil-Efinger company's amFifth street between Kentueky ave- will remain the same as lase year. writiug? The castle be had erected In
bulance Agent Letterseti turned to
his mind tottered. Then confidence was
nue and Washington Street one broke Mss Lizzie Singleton has been- transmomentarily restored. Why assume
view the Wive where he had been lintheme Workmen were on the scene ferred from the Lee building to the that she was writing to a lover?
()Hooped. He expressed great curJefferson
school,
Singleton's
Miss
and
promptly and repairs were completed
"When did you comer' she asked.
prise that he was not "rushed, and
"Last evening. May I join you? I'm
i by 8 o'clock. A wire broke on North piaci/ will be taken by Miss !Elizabeth
thanked profusely those who aided
Sixth street that kept that district in Graham, a new teacher. Miss Single- only strolling."
In his rescue. At the hospital phy"Certainly. len a long while since
arkness until /Lee neloek. -Ate- ton will take Miss Mabel C. Mitchell'.
slclans, wbo were on the isceter ready
I've seen you. You've not been home
other wire was down at Twelfth and room at the Jefferson building and
since you left, I believe?"
and whiling to render any
"14/glaucv lJefrerson streets, anti the resideees Miss Mitchell will he transferred to
"Yes, once or twice, but you happen
possible, examined the injured exthe
Washington
building.
Jessie
Mies
had to use coal oil lamps et- gas ine
ed to be away."
levee agent, fluding his left leg
She was fumbling the letter In her
all 1.1:31) before the v. iremett could Cloys, a member of this year's graduAbout
unmated but no hones broken
ilocate and fix the breek. All private ating class, will be given Miss Inc., bands. Presently she dropped it again.
the body he was also bruised
room in the Lee building. Miss Frank restored it to her.
'motors were shut off soon after the Bee's
"Is the letter two- he asked.
Bell did not apply for re-eiection.
To prevent further damage or
itotealing in of the express office and
"Hot? How could it be hot?"
Teachers have been only assigned
Jury, ropes were run and watchmen .the elscirierty
remained off until 8
"It seems to burn your lingers."
was oo the advice of to the builiing suit it is left with the
stationee about the building all nignt:ociock
This
A deep scarlet spread itself all over
superintendent and .piincipal of the
long and will be retained until all:tie-electrical
Phones 204-a. 312; Broadway.
her face. It was the breaking of a
inspector to protect the
schools
as
to
what
room
teacher
each
danger is renioved.
signal flag. That the man knew well
trescuers.
Albe the power' on
the will
have. It is found the board has enough. But what was the interpretaThe direct cause of the accident loop which le on Broadway from
enough teachers and it is proba- tion? Littlefield. with a lover's pronewas the giving away of the east wail Sixth street to -the rivea and Kca- just
ble that several will be elected to- ness to panic. read. "The letter is to
of the flenneberger-Sto't building. 1 tucky. avenue, was cut off. All street
night to hold in care of emergency. me fiance," Then hope eame and sugThe More was visited by a fire set- care from the west stop at
gested that perhaps it was an 'temptFifth Teachers have nearly
all signed their
owing
prat days ago, and the entire top floor Streetand de me e,te the loop
ante of a fiance. At any rate. It was
font rate-and-asie--thele-hore not may
plain to him that instead of taking a
The' walls were left ,to thee-rope stretched across Broadburned out
find th contracts at R D C ment
fortnight to look over the ground he LAUNCH PARTY HAles EXCITING
support. and gay,
standing
book Wm/trust exert himself to save the day It,
TIME 'V ESTERDA V.
when lb. h.•avy %vied ••aine i•ould not
Story of the Sili*SM.
Prof. .1. M. Calvin. who was elect- indeed, it was not too late.
stand it
Gathering cic uds for two days gave
"I think." he went on. "that you had
ed to fill the vacancy cgused by the
Ins Ilse levee Front.
sigtui of rain, but nt noon yesterday
resignation of Professor Johnson, of better let me put your letter in my
Wiper and chains !mapped at the the sky sewed to be clear and Indic
pocket, not having a pocket yourielf."
the Lee building, arrived from Hoe•
He took it from her, she not resist- Arthur Hippy Knocked Unconivelene
'hail yesterday afternoon during the cations were rote a line day
and kinsville yeeterday,
While Boat Waist Filling in the
ing.
but instead of putting It in his
storm and boats. iucludine the wharf- night. About 4:30 o'clock the dark
A meeting of the conitnittee on ex - pocket he took it In his hands preparathe Heavy Storm,
boat. swung Into the river and in !clouds again assembled and
at
e alienation and cdurse of study was tory to tearing it in two.
some came* broke completely ;pose.o'clock wind swept over the city from heel
"What are you going to do that for?"
yesterday at the High school
and were 6:01‘11 around In the river.:west to east. Crowds en Broadway
she asked.
,
building
and
janitors
were
Mistrusted
Particularly launthes suffered and It were enveloped In clouds
"Sweet-beet tells me that you have
of
-Caught In yesterday's gale iiear
s
dust.-.46.6
to their work.
Is prebabie several of tine Metal boats!that obscured buildings across the
written this letter without sufficient
'Duck's Nest,•* a few miles above
delieeratiou-that you don't wish to
sank, but owing to the confusion at street. and a general rush
for shelter "
Paducah in Tennessee river. Messrs.
send 11"
COMPLETEL1 WHIPPED.
the wharf it is difficult to verify this. 'as
made.
The
crash
of
signs
aee
Den Harper, Arthur
Hippy- and
7._--I
long
"No;
deliberated
a
while.
Luckey there was not any loss of. glass, ripping
canvas and the noise ;,f Volittli ketettet
Misses Myrtle and Emma Nichols. of
is
There
every
I
why
reason
should
Welterw•ight
•••••
PO
life or any serious damage. Calmly
the wind wound up in one grand
send it."
South Sixteenth street, were swamped
Title heroin Joe Thomas..
resting out in the elver 100 feet'
"But
one."
climax as the top of the Scott hardin a gasoline boat.
Cola. Cal., Sept.
e.
Youne
from the bank on the north end and
"What's that?"
'ware building tdepled over and the Ketchel. of Butte. Mont.,
Hippy is a car repairer' employed
1e/dee
perhaps el) on the south end the
"Love, or. rather, the absence of It."
/ American Express building sank into knocked out Joe Thomas of eai.
L
Again the signal. This time it was In the Itheteis Central shop slid Harwharfboat swings. Damage from thet
a heap of debris.
Francesco,
in
thirty-second
not
the
a
per
is
crimson
troubled
round
material
look.
but
•a
flag.
clerk
in
Master
-•orm will be the -breaking or ropes'
'MeThe blow lasted in its intenisity no of a scheduled 45 round contest, He tore the letter In helves, then in chanic R.
E. Fulmer's office. When
and cables and minor break" on the
i more than a minute or two and gem:- winning the welterwueght champion- quarters, then in eighths and kept on the gale
0 properly, aeourateli
struck the sail beat sh bee
boats.
an d
lustily subsided from the maximum. Ship. The fight wase&itnessed by S.- ad infirnituto. 14 !seemed that be could lean to fill from
promptly fill prescriptions. We
the
cape.
When the cloud was first seen rivlarge
white
being succeeded by. noticeably falling 000 people. Not until 'Thomas wits not get the, parts email enough.
'use the greatest care in so doing
While pasehag near the Dor* vainly
ermen put out extra lines. After the
"What right have you to do that?"
lousei temperature and a heavy rain,
knocked down fnur times In quick
and wur prescription department
first gusts the whartboat broke
"The right of posseesion. It's nine trying to make a landing, 4 large
So strong was the wind in the 1111- euceession did his seconds throw up points In the 1:1w."
methods are dtsigned to this
limb blew from a tree and struck
On
the nerthern vie and she went
noel Central railroad yards that ears the sponge and he was so badly pen
"I can compel you to write another !divvy on the head. He was renderend after much study and exout into the -river, being held only i,
In He stead."
perience.
ed unconscious for some time, and
by the chains on the smith end . The were propelled by it. and several tin- tithed that he bad to be' carried to his
"That I shall be happy to tio..!
lay in the bottom of the bout, as HarDick Fowler Was tied to the boat. rcofed' Three earsiii the shop Yaldr icoreer and it was meveral seconds
The qualley of our drugs and
"You don't know what to say."
blocks
were before he recovered.
but did not have steam up and was:were uncoofed, and
chemicals Is of the very highest
slain be no per handled the engine. •
"I
it
there
can
so
that
fix
not of any Resistance. The .1. B.: placed under many strings of cars iii
After many attempts the boat was
and their freshness and effectreply for you to answer."
Fell From Moving Street Car.
Richardson was tied to the bank and prevent their being blown about the
"Why would ,you do that?"
landecrand made fast and the }mine
iveness the best. We appreciate
Chartes Talmage. of Mayfield. tried
"Because I prefer to have you for ladies* and wounded car repairer carto the wharfboat but the Illehardson t"rd".
the importance of even the
Steinfeld's "Peerlese One-Piece"
-broke loose with the wharf and was! In several localities; in the tee lo board a moving street tar at Fifth my own correspondent, and one is ried ashore. Harper worked
smallest details and
with
guard
Eye-Glass
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STORM PLAYS
HAVOC HERE

Send a Copy of

THE'DAILY SUN
To a Friend One Year
for $2.50

are making a special mailing
WE rate
of $2.50, payable in ad-

vance, for The Daily Sun, which affords you an opportunity to remember
your relatives or friends very nicely with what is virtually a daily letter
from home.

Phone 358
And the Paper Will Start
At Once.

TEACHERS

THE AETNA
INSURANCE COMPANY
Issues a Liberal
Tornado Policy

Insuring Against Cyclones, Lightning or
Wind-storms. Most Liberal Premium RATE

K. G. BOONE

CO.

IN THE GALE

Mrs. Girardey's

Millinery Announcement

(RS. GIRARDEY wishes to announce
"I that she has bought the Millinery Department of Rudy, Phillips & Co. and will
be glad to have her customers call to sec
h er display of new Fall Styles.
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